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The Mystery Of Craven Manor
USA Todaybestseller and rising queen of atmospheric horror Darcy Coates returns with a ghost story that will haunt you long after the final page. She
hears them whispering... Homeless, hunted, and desperate to escape a bitter storm, Keira takes refuge in an abandoned groundskeeper's cottage. Her new
home is tucked away at the edge of a cemetery, surrounded on all sides by gravestones: some recent, some hundreds of years old, all suffering from
neglect. And in the darkness, she can hear the unquiet dead whispering. The cemetery is alive with faint, spectral shapes, led by a woman who died
before her time...and Keira, the only person who can see her, has become her new target. Determined to help put the ghost to rest, Keira digs into the
spirit's past life with the help of unlikely new friends, and discovers a history of deception, ill-fated love, and murder. But the past is not as
simple as it seems, and Keira's time is running out. Tangled in a dangerous web, she has to find a way to free the spirit...even if it means offering
her own life in return. Also By Darcy Coates: The Haunting of Ashburn House The Haunting of Blackwood House Craven Manor The House Next Door Voices in
the Snow
Shadow Jumper is winner of the Gold Award in the Wishing Shelf Book Awards 2014. A thrilling mystery adventure with contemporary themes, for children
aged 10 and above. The truth is out there somewhere . . . but how far will Jack jump to find it? Jack Phillips's allergy to sunshine confines him to the
shadows, leaving him lonely and at risk of life-threatening burns every time he steps into the light. Shadow jumping on the rooftops at dusk makes him
feel alive. And free. But Jack's condition is suddenly worse than ever and only his missing scientist dad can save him. As Jack and his new friend,
Beth, begin their frantic search and delve into his dad's past for clues, they have no idea what they are about to uncover. Shocking rumours and dark
secrets bombard them at every turn. Shadow Jumping takes courage. But when it comes to the truth, will Jack be brave enough to face it?
USA Today bestseller and rising queen of atmospheric horror Darcy Coates returns with a ghost story that will haunt you long after the final page.
Keira, hired as Blighty Graveyard's new groundskeeper and unofficial spirit guide, lives surrounded by the dead. They watch her through the fog. They
wordlessly cry out. They've been waiting for help--and only Keira can hear them. But, even as Keira tries to learn the tangled histories of some of the
graveyard's oldest denizens, danger seeps from the forest. A vicious serial killer was interred among the trees decades before. His spirit became
twisted by his violent nature. Ravenous. And Keira is more than uniquely connected to the spirit world: she's uniquely vulnerable. When she hears his
calls and steps between the trees, she seals her fate as his final intended victim. Horror Novels Also By Darcy Coates: The Haunting of Leigh Harker
Carrow Haunt Craven Manor The House Next Door Voices in the Snow The Haunting of Ashburn House
A time travel mystery adventure for ages 8-11. A lost dog, a hidden time tunnel and a secret lake take Stella and Tom to their home and the children
living there 100 years in the past. Here they make both friends and enemies and uncover startling connections with the present.
An Adventure Story for 9 to 13 Year Olds
The Legacy of Craven Manor
Voices in the Snow
A Scary Mystery Book for Kids Aged 9-15
A Pretty Deceit
Friends, Family, and Other Eerie Mysteries

“The Devil Wears Prada meets Wall Street” (TheSkimm) in this sizzling debut about a banking analyst who plans to finally pursue her yoga career full-time after her bonus hits, but
until then she’ll have to keep her sanity intact (and her chakras aligned). Allegra Cobb’s resume: straight-A Princeton grad, second-year analyst at a top-tier bank, one-time
American Yoga National Competition Champion. Allegra Cobb’s reality: Spending twenty-four hours a day changing the colors on bar charts, overusing the word “team,” and
daydreaming about quitting the minute her year-end bonus hits her account. She no longer has no interest in the cutthroat banking world—she’s determined to launch her very own
yoga practice. But her plan isn’t quite as perfect as the beachfront yoga pictures she double-taps on Instagram. On top of the 100 emails an hour and coworkers already suspicious
of her escape plan, Allegra’s hard-driving single father has always fiercely valued high achievement above all else. That his daughter works on Wall Street means everything to
him. But after a) unknowingly sleeping with the man now leading her banking cohort on one of their biggest deals to date and b) meeting the #blessed yoga guru who might just be
her ticket to the life she’s always wanted, she realizes her happy-ever-after might be harder to manifest than she thought. Fast-paced, laugh-out-loud funny, and totally irresistible,
Breathe In, Cash Out “is a modern fairytale, a romance that’s not about finding the right guy, but finding yourself” (Eliza Kennedy, author of I Take You).
Could you risk your life to save a friend? In a sleepy English seaside town, Sophie Watson isn't expecting much excitement. But when she befriends a strange and charismatic girl
called Sienna, she is drawn into a thrilling adventure where the future security of the world is under threat. To find out the truth, they must go to Kestrel Island. The plot they uncover
is more dastardly than they could possibly have imagined. What evil menace lurks on Kestrel Island? Will Sophie find the courage she needs to survive? Or will the secret the girls
uncover put them in mortal danger? If you're looking for a gripping adventure story with surprising twists and a thrilling climax - this is it. Don't wait - Get your copy now.
This book is an interactive novel which takes you on a ghostly, time travelling adventure with multiple paths and puzzles that you must solve to reach one of multiple, thrilling
endings. It has been four years since the events of Craven Manor, and since then you and your newly-wed wife Liz, have been living in the neighbouring town working as ghost
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hunters. It seemed like the career that made the most sense for both of you, given your ability to time travel and Liz's sensitivity to spirits, and a sure way to make enough money to
leave this town and start a new life free of the ghosts of the past. All that stands in your way is three more jobs: One in a haunted residential house, one in a ghostly theatre and one
in a spooky forest. These jobs each contain a murder mystery that in order to solve, will require you to travel to many time periods throughout the 20th century. But whether you will
live long enough to complete them is another matter, because someone has been watching you; someone who has been paying very close attention to your actions throughout
time. Whether they are a friend or an enemy is unknown, but one thing is certain, they have big plans for you.
A ten-year-old orphan comes to live in a lonely house on the Yorkshire moors and discovers an invalid cousin and the mysteries of a locked garden.
A Detective Story about ... (Whoops - Almost Gave It Away! Let's Just Say It's a Children's Mystery for Preteen Boys and Girls, Ages 9-12)
A Scary Book for Kids Aged 9-15
The Secret Garden
The Ravenous Dead
Craven Manor
An Adventure Mystery Book for Children and Teens Aged 9 - 14
USA TODAY BESTSELLER In the vein of Big Little Lies and Reconstructing Amelia comes an “atmospheric, absorbing page-turner” (Heather Gudenkauf, New York Times bestselling author) about a
mother unraveling the truth behind how her daughter became brain dead. And pregnant. A search for the truth. A lifetime of lies. In the small hours of the morning, Abi Knight is startled awake by the
phone call no mother ever wants to get: her teenage daughter Olivia has fallen off a bridge. Not only is Olivia brain dead, she’s pregnant and must remain on life support to keep her baby alive. And then Abi
sees the angry bruises circling Olivia’s wrists. When the police unexpectedly rule Olivia’s fall an accident, Abi decides to find out what really happened that night. Heartbroken and grieving, she unravels the
threads of her daughter’s life. Was Olivia’s fall an accident? Or something far more sinister? In this “complex, emotionally intense first novel” (Publishers Weekly), USA TODAY bestselling author
Christina McDonald weaves a suspenseful and heartwrenching tale of hidden relationships, devastating lies, and the power of a mother’s love. With flashbacks of Olivia’s own resolve to uncover family
secrets, this taut and poignant novel asks: how well do you know your children? And how well do they know you?
Green-growing secrets and powerful magic await you at Misselthwaite Manor, now reimagined in this bewitching graphic novel adaptation of Frances Hodgson Burnett’s beloved tale. From Mariah Marsden,
author of the critically acclaimed Anne of Green Gables: A Graphic Novel, comes the second installment in this series of retold children's classics. Ten-year-old Mary Lennox arrives at a secluded estate on
the Yorkshire moors with a scowl and a chip on her shoulder. First, there’s Martha Sowerby: the too-cheery maid with bothersome questions who seems out of place in the dreary manor. Then there’s the
elusive Uncle Craven, Mary’s only remaining family—whom she’s not permitted to see. And finally, there are the mysteries that seem to haunt the run-down place: rumors of a lost garden with a tragic past,
and a midnight wail that echoes across the moors at night. As Mary begins to explore this new world alongside her ragtag companions—a cocky robin redbreast, a sour-faced gardener, and a boy who can talk
to animals—she learns that even the loneliest of hearts can grow roots in rocky soil. Given new life as a graphic novel in illustrator Hanna Luechtefeld's whimsical style, The Secret Garden is more
enchanting and relevant than ever before. At the back of the book, readers can learn about the life of Frances Hodgson Burnett and the history of British colonialism that contextualizes the original novel.
The wooded hills of Oxfordshire conceal the remains of the aptly named Ashdown House—a wasted pile of cinders and regret. Once home to the daughter of a king, Ashdown and its secrets will unite three
women across four centuries in a tangle of intrigue, deceit and destiny… In the winter of 1662, Elizabeth Stuart, the Winter Queen, is on her deathbed. She entrusts an ancient pearl, rumored to have magic
power, to her faithful cavalier William Craven for safekeeping. In his grief, William orders the construction of Ashdown Estate in her memory and places the pearl at its center. One hundred and fifty years
later, notorious courtesan Lavinia Flyte hears the maids at Ashdown House whisper of a hidden treasure, and bears witness as her protector Lord Evershot—desperate to find it—burns the building to the
ground. Now in the present day, a battered mirror and the diary of a Regency courtesan are the only clues Holly Ansell has to finding her brother, who has gone missing researching the mystery of Elizabeth
Stuart and her alleged affair with Lord Craven. As she retraces his footsteps, Holly’s quest will soon reveal the truth about Lavinia and compel her to confront the stunning revelation about the legacy of the
Winter Queen. Previously published.
When Guy finds the deed to a house in his mother's attic, it seems like an incredible stroke of luck. Sure, the building hasn't been inhabited in forty years, but Guy is convinced he can clean it up and sell it.
He'd be crazy to turn down free money. Right?The house is hours from any other habitation, but he can't escape the feeling that he's being watched. Still, he decides to camp in the crumbling mansion while
he does repairs. Surely nothing too bad can happen in the space of a week.But there's a reason no one lives in Rookward House, and the dilapidated rooms aren't as empty as they seem...
Behind The Curve
A Graphic Novel
Twilight Robbery
The Haunting of Elmwood Manor
Ghost Camera
Kestrel Island
"Sam is excited to spend a week at her uncle's remote lakeside cabin. It's a chance for her to focus on her art without distractions: no neighbors, no phone, and a small radio as her only
contact with the outside world. But there's something deeply unnatural lingering in the lake. News reports talk about disappearances on a nearby hiking trail. The car won't start. And Sam
starts to believe she's being stalked when she catches glimpses of a tall, strange man standing at the end of her dock, staring intently into the swirling waters below. Stranded, alone, afraid,
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Sam may have become the prey in a hunter's deadliest game..."-A paranormal phenomenon, a mysterious curse, and an unsolved murder forty years in the making.A young couple move into their dream home only to find a dark presence lurking from
within. For Curtis and Mary, the small town of Redwood, Indiana seems too good to be true. Everything is perfect, including the Victorian mansion they purchased at a great price. But they
soon experience terrifying supernatural encounters tied to the deadly secrets of an unsolved mass murder. Can they solve the mystery in time? Or will they face the same doomed fate as the
tenants who came before them?
A Place To ShopFinding themselves as one of the only places to buy food, the group's market has drawn a crowd, and a wary eye from the authorities from the very start. The detainment
centers need to keep the food coming, while the economy crashes. Fuel becomes an issue as the virus and shutdowns cause shortages all across the country.Actions Have
ConsequencesRob had wished Angelica hadn't put the beat down on Agent Kendricks, but he also knew his chances of stopping her would have been small. The group struggles to keep
everyone safe and sane as the conspiracy slowly unfolds. The state's governor also finds himself in a predicament, that leads back to the group. He, like many others, had gotten in the way of
the agenda.The BonesMore information comes to light about the bones, and the tale about buried treasure may have some merit. While picking berries, Harry trips over a find that will both
confuse and sidetrack the group. With Dewie's wife's connection to Lyle, things are starting to make sense. All was going well until in the dark of night, events spiraled out of control.
When 11 year old runaway Matt Bright is rescued by Samantha Cooper and taken to her creepy home, Craven Manor, he has no idea that he's entering a trap. What is the mystery of
Samantha's parents? Who is the sinister Mr Higgins? And the even more frightening Great Aunt Dorothy who lurks on the top floor? What do they want? And why won't they let Matt leave?
When Matt finds his life in danger he tries to escape, and there is only one route. And so begins the most terrifying experience of Matt's life. (Warning to readers: Do not try this at home.)
Suitable for boys and girls aged 9 to 13.
Fae's Deception
A Free Royal Fae Fantasy Romance Novel
The Night Olivia Fell
The Whispering Dead
There's a Lion in My Bed!
Dead Lake
Dolls can't move by themselves. . . . Or can they? This special anniversary edition of the hair-raising mystery that's kept readers up at
night for thirty-five years features a foreword by Goosebumps creator R.L. Stine. Amy is terrified. She hears scratching and scurrying noises
coming from the dollhouse in the attic, and the dolls she was playing with are not where she left them. Dolls can't move by themselves, she
tells herself. But every night when Amy goes up to check on the dollhouse, it's filled with an eerie light and the dolls have moved again!
Are the dolls trying to tell her something? Could this all be connected to the murders of her great-grandparents? Sinister secrets unravel as
Amy gets closer to revealing the mystery of the dolls in this haunting novel that combines complicated family relationships with a bonechilling mystery. Even readers who love scary stories will want to keep the lights on after finishing! The all-new foreword and jacket art
make this spooky classic, an Edgar award nominee, perfect for sharing with a new generation.
«Таинственный сад» – любимая классика для читателей всех возрастов, жемчужина творчества Фрэнсис Ходжсон Бернетт, роман о заново открытой
радости жизни и магии силы. Мэри Леннокс, жестокое и испорченное дитя высшего света, потеряв родителей в Индии, возвращается в Англию, на
воспитание к дяде-затворнику в его поместье. Однако дядя находится в постоянных отъездах, и Мэри начинает исследовать округу, в ходе чего
делает много открытий, в том числе находит удивительный маленький сад, огороженный стеной, вход в который почему-то запрещен. Отыскав ключ и
потайную дверцу, девочка попадает внутрь. Но чьи тайны хранит этот загадочный садик? И нужно ли знать то, что находится под запретом?..
Впрочем, это не единственный секрет в поместье...
In an inspired restaging of Daphne du Maurier’s classic Rebecca, a young curator finds herself haunted by the legacy of her predecessor. Two
years have passed since the tragic death of Alena, curator at the Nauk, a cutting-edge art museum on Cape Cod. At the Venice Biennale,
Bernard Augustin, the Nauk’s wealthy, enigmatic founder—to whom Alena had been closest confidante and muse—offers the position to an aspiring
young curator from the Midwest. It’s the job of her dreams, and she dives at the chance. Just as quickly, she finds herself well out of her
depth. The Nauk echoes with phantoms of the past—a past obsessively preserved by the museum’s staff—and the newcomer’s every move mires her
more deeply in artistic, erotic, and emotional entanglements. When recently discovered evidence calls into question the circumstances of
Alena’s death, shattering secrets surface, putting to the test the loyalty, integrity, and courage of our heroine—who remains nameless, like
the heroine of Daphne du Maurier’s Rebecca, the inspiration for this provocative and spellbinding tale.
“A historical mystery to delight fans of Agatha Christie or Daphne du Maurier.” —Bookpage In the aftermath of the Great War, the line between
friend and foe may be hard to discern, even for indomitable former Secret Service agent Verity Kent, in award-winning author Anna Lee Huber’s
thrilling mystery series. Peacetime has brought little respite for Verity Kent. Intrigue still abounds, even within her own family. As a
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favor to her father, Verity agrees to visit his sister in Wiltshire. Her once prosperous aunt has fallen on difficult times and is
considering selling their estate. But there are strange goings-on at the manor, including missing servants, possible heirloom forgeries, and
suspicious rumors—all leading to the discovery of a dead body on the grounds. While Verity and her husband, Sidney, investigate this new
mystery, they are also on the trail of an old adversary—the shadowy and lethal Lord Ardmore. At every turn, the suspected traitor seems to be
one step ahead of them. And even when their dear friend Max, the Earl of Ryde, stumbles upon a code hidden among his late father’s effects
that may reveal the truth about Ardmore, Verity wonders if they are really the hunters—or the hunted . . . Praise for Anna Lee Huber’s Penny
for Your Secrets “Stellar mystery . . . a great read for fans of the series and all who enjoy Downton Abbey-era fiction.” —Booklist
The Haunting of Bechdel Mansion
House of Shadows
Into the Dark
His Dark Kiss
The Haunting of Ashburn House
A Shadow Jumper Mystery Adventure
Nick and Neel are playing cricket on the terrace of their ancestral home when they stumble across an old riddle written by someone identified only as Mrs -. Who is this mysterious
lady? Where does the riddle lead? And is Neel simply the most annoying little brother ever? It will take all of Nick's ingenuity, Neel's quick-wittedness and maybe a teeny-tiny bit of
help from rather unexpected quarters to crack this code! *** Customer Reviews *** ..". it feels like the first book of a great detective book series in the making" "I like all the modern
references with super good clues and twists. On top of that, the illustration is just amazing."
Enjoy this epic royal fae fantasy romance series by USA Today bestselling author M. Lynn and award winning author Melissa A. Craven. A lost fae princess searching for a way home. A
reluctant king trying to win a war. Tia O’Shea is beginning to lose hope. Hope that she’ll ever say goodbye to the foreign wastelands of Lenya. Hope that she’ll ever see her brother
again. With a new king on the throne of Vondur, she is no longer a prisoner, but that doesn’t mean she is free. As they travel across the border into enemy territory, Tia and Gulliver
search for their lost friends, but they find themselves among fierce golden warriors and a strange court they’re uncertain how to navigate. When she first arrived in Lenya, Tia thought
war was the biggest danger they would face. She was wrong. There is not enough magic in all of Lenya to stop what’s coming for them now, but Tia is determined to try. First, she must
return to the place where she was nearly executed. To a king who once kept her captive. He must be warned even if he doesn’t trust a single word she says. Fire is coming for them all,
and the time for bickering enemies has long past. The journey through the forgotten kingdom is about to continue for Tia O’Shea. Prepare to lose yourself to this barren world where
magic is scarce, and a devastatingly handsome fae king breaks all the rules for the girl he loves. Fae’s Refuge is book eight in the Queens of the Fae series and book two in Tierney’s
journey. Readers don’t need to have read the entire series before this one, but make sure you’ve read Fae’s Rebellion. Perfect for fans of Holly Black, Cruel Prince, Sara J. Mass, A
Court of Thorn and Roses, and Emily R. King, The Hundredth Queen KEYWORDS: fantasy books, Fae Fantasy, fantasy romance, romantic fantasy, fantasy romance, full length fantasy,
audiobooks, enemies to lovers, portal fantasy, human girl, forgotten kingdom, captive, prince, princess, royal, Fairy, Fae, Twins, Fantasy Realm, Historical Fantasy, Other authors you
may enjoy: Raven Kennedy, Kelly St. Clare, Caroline Peckham, Susanne Valenti, C.N Crawford, Elise Kova, Robin D. Mahle, Elle Madison, D.K. Holmberg, Cordelia Castel, Kay L
Moody, and Alisha Klapheke.
"Eileen has gone missing while hiking in the remote Ashlough Forest. Five days later, her camera is discovered washed downriver, containing bizarre photos taken after her
disappearance. Eileen's brother Chris wants to believe she is still alive. When the police search is abandoned, he and four of his friends create their own search party to scour the
mountain range. As they stray further from the hiking trails and the unsettling discoveries mount, they begin to believe they're not alone in the forest... and that Eileen's disappearance
wasn't an accident. But by that point, it's already too late.."-Twelve-year-old Paris Pan has moved to a small town where she has a real shot at making friends. But that friendship comes at a price. She must take The Dare, something that caused
a girl to disappear on the very property she now resides. To make matters worse, Paris must play basketball against her will, eradicate a crush on the least desirable boy in seventh
grade, and cope with a family crisis that was possibly caused by a chili dog.
The Ghosts of Craven Manor
A Pekin Dewlap Mystery
A Novel
Hunted
The Haunting of Rookward House
Alena

Pekin Dewlap hasn't seen a ghost since she was twelve. But she'd do anything to get them back. Starting a ghostbusting business with her two best friends, Amber and Scout, seems like the perfect
way to accomplish her goal. Of course, playing with ghosts isn't high on their wish list, so Pekin has to do some arm-twisting to get them on board. Once committed, Pekin and her friends find
themselves in deep, trying to solve the disappearance of fourteen-year-old Miranda Talbert. Miranda went missing in 1918, and her spirit has wandered the halls of Elmwood Manor for the last
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hundred years. In the midst of finding Miranda, discovering her budding feelings for Scout, and consoling a terrified Amber, Pekin is met by an angry ghost set on thwarting her plans. Will the
Ghosties be able to help Miranda, or will Pekin's business die before she solves the mystery?
Book 2 in the Shadow Jumper Mystery Adventure series Will Jack solve the crime, or die trying? The rooftops are Jack's safe place - perfect for shadow jumping. Or so he thought. When Jack and
Beth find a packet hidden between the chimney pots, Jack becomes the prime suspect for theft. Then his friend Fabien falls from the roof. Was it an accident? Or something more sinister? Thrust
into a shady world of robbery and mayhem, Jack must find the real thieves to save himself and his friends. Another exciting mystery adventure, packed with twists, turns and red herrings, from the
award-winning author of Shadow Jumper.
"Daniel is desperate for a fresh start at life, so when someone slides a note under his door offering him the groundskeeper's position at an old estate, it seems too good to be true. Alarm bells start
ringing when he arrives at Craven Manor. The mansion's front door hangs open, and leaves and cobwebs coat the marble foyer. It's clear no one has lived there in a long time...but he has nowhere
else to go. Against his better judgment, he moves into the groundskeeper's cottage behind the crypt. But when a candle flickers to life in the abandoned tower window, Daniel realizes Craven
Manor is hiding a terrible secret... one that threatens to bury him with it"-"Originally self-published in 2016 by Black Owl Books."
A Ghostly Time Travelling Game Book
A Ghostly, Time Travelling Game Book Sequel
A Royal Fae Fantasy Romance Novel
The Carrow Haunt
The Dollhouse Murders (35th Anniversary Edition)
Kill Creek
If you like scary stories, you'll love The Mystery of Darkhill School: A terrifying tale of revenge. Bella Gubbins has just moved to a new home in a new town. She's not happy about this. And she's about to be even
less happy when she finds out that the school she'll be attending is haunted by an old man who stalks the corridors. Who is he? What does he want? And why is he intent on terrifying some of the kids? The tip, tap of
his walking stick announces his arrival. You can run. You can hide. But there's no getting away from the master. DO NOT end up in detention ...
It's not easy sharing your bedroom and your bed with a full grown and very hungry African lion, and when Buster goes on the rampage through the streets of Bristol Danny is horrified. His problems increase when
Buster decides to use Danny's room as his personal food store, filling it with antelopes, buffalo, monkeys and other 'treats'. And when Buster adds a tree for the monkeys to play in, and finally a crocodile which lurks
under the bed, Danny is in despair. But who can Danny turn to for help? Not Mum, not Dad, not the psychiatrist they hire, not the tenants in the other apartments. Because Buster is invisible to everyone except
Danny. Is he really there? Oh, yes!
DESIRE HAUNTS HER Rumors of madness and murder lurk within the crumbling walls of Manorbrier Castle. But Emma Parrish is not easily put off. She accepts a position no one else dares, as governess to the
son of Lord Anthony Craven, the castle’s dark master. Her presence stirs up shadows and threat. She feels unseen eyes watching her. Eerie laughter haunts her. And the seductive pull of Anthony Craven lures her.
DARK SECRETS DRIVE HIM The secrets of Anthony Craven’s shadowy past lurk behind the locked doors of the estate’s forbidden Round Tower. Mysterious lights flash there in the night. The servants whisper
warnings of death. And Anthony himself warns Emma that there is only danger to be found in his sensual embrace. EVIL IS ONLY A BREATH AWAY Powerfully drawn to the dangerously alluring Anthony,
Emma finds herself unable to deny her deepest yearnings. But even as she succumbs to the master of Manorbrier, she is touched by the whisper of evil that rises from the secrets of his past.
"Originally self-published in 2018 by Black Owl Books."
The Mystery of Craven Manor
Fae's Refuge
The Farm Book 3
The Mystery of Darkhill School
The Mansion Mystery
The Dare

This book is an interactive novel which takes you on a ghostly, time travelling adventure with multiple paths and puzzles that you must solve to reach one of multiple, thrilling
climaxes.You are Dave Ingram. When you and your fiancée are given a chance to move into Craven Manor, you think that you have just been given the deal of a lifetime. That is
until you discover the house is haunted. When your fiancée is possessed by one of the spirits inhabiting the house, you learn that the only way to free her is with the aid of a time
travelling amulet. In an attempt to remove the ghosts from the house, you must travel through time and learn the truth about what happened there, so that you can either fight the
threat in the present, or possibly attempt to prevent it in the past. The choice is yours.
If you like Harry Potter and you like horror, you'll love INTO THE DARK ... A new home. A new town. And a (terrifying) new start.Ella Tickles is certain that the new house she and
her family are about to move into is haunted. Her parents and brother try to convince her that she's being silly. But when the black mould on the walls and ceilings begins to
move like it's alive, Ella knows something has to be done. She learns from a neighbour that the house has been cursed by the previous owner, Maud Bellingham, who was a
witch. No matter what anyone does to get rid of the mould, it keeps coming back - with vengeance. Whilst visiting a magic shop, Ella learns of a way to lift the curse. And she also
learns something else: that she is a witch, too ...
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When a vicious snowstorm drives Clare's car off a rural road, she's left stranded in a world of blinding white. She can't escape the feeling of being watched, but before she can
face her growing terror, she's rescued by a stranger who offers her his home until the storm subsides.At least the stranger seems kind...but Clare doesn't know if she can trust
him. He promised they were alone here, yet she sees and hears things that convince her something else is creeping about the dark forest surrounding his old house, watching.
Waiting. Before long she realizes the truth: she isn't just waiting out the storm. Something is waiting for her to step outside the home... something monstrous, something
unfeeling. Something hungry.
A psychological horror with a literary twist, Kill Creek delivers elevated prose, while evoking the unnerving, atmospheric terror essential to greats like Peter Straub and Stephen
King—a haunting that lingers long after turning the last page.
Breathe In, Cash Out
The Secret Lake
All the Greys on Greene Street
Shadow Jumper

When her father goes missing leaving behind a cryptic note and everyone around her begins acting strange, twelve-year-old Olympia knows she must find her dad in order to figure out what is going on.
Enjoy this epic fae fantasy romance series by USA Today bestselling author M. Lynn and award winning author Melissa A. Craven. A human girl with a troubled past. A fae prince from a stolen kingdom.
When he whisks her away to the fae realm, there is no going back to her old life. Under the rule of a captivating queen, the kingdom of Fargelsi has brought the three fae lands to the brink of war. And now
that same queen has her eyes set on a new pawn—a human girl. Allied with the usurper king, the royals seek to overthrow all those who oppose their unmatched power. Unmatched—until Brea Robinson
arrives and proves to be more than they bargained for. As the motivations of those around her become clear, Brea must decide if she can trust the handsome prince who abducted her, or if she might be safer
across the wastelands and swamps, in a land in desperate need of the magic she doesn’t know she has. Prepare to lose yourself in this beautifully wicked epic fantasy with masterful world building, dark and
twisty secrets, lies, and powerful magic—and devastatingly handsome fae princes. Fae’s Deception is the first book in the Queens of the Fae series, perfect for fans of Holly Black, Cruel Prince, and Sara J.
Mass, A Court of Thorn and Roses, and Emily R. King, The Hundredth Queen ... KEYWORDS: Free books, free fantasy books, Fae Fantasy, fantasy romance, romantic fantasy, free fantasy romance, free full
length fantasy, audiobooks, enemies to lovers, portal fantasy, human girl, prince, princess, royal, Fairy, Fae, Fantasy Realm, Historical Fantasy, Free. Other authors you may enjoy: Raven Kennedy, Kelly St.
Clare, Caroline Peckham, Susanne Valenti, C.N Crawford, Elise Kova, Robin D. Mahle, Elle Madison, D.K. Holmberg, Cordelia Castel, Kay L Moody, and Alisha Klapheke.
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